
I   acknowledge   that   I   do   not   currently   have   any   known   symptoms   of   the   COVID-19  
illness   that   include,   but   are   not   limited   to:   fever,   cough   or   shortness   of   breath.    I   also  
acknowledge   that   I   have   not   had   any   of   these   symptoms   within   the   last   14   days.  
I   acknowledge   that   I   have   not   been   in   contact   with   anyone   who   is   known   to   have  
COVID-19   within   the   last   14   days.

I   acknowledge   that   I   have   not   traveled   outside   of   the   US   nor   have   been   in   direct   contact  
with   anyone   who   has   traveled   outside   of   the   US   in   the   last   14   days.

I   acknowledge   that   serving   on   this   team   could   put   me   at   risk   and   I   agree   to   not   hold  
FBG   or   any   represented   retailer   or   entity   liable   for   my   personal   safety   or   health.

I   acknowledge   that   I   will   adhere   to   all   safety   and   health   guidelines   as   required   by   FBG  
or   other   governing   entities   and   that   my   failure   to   do   so   could   result   in   discontinuation   of  
my   serving   shift   immediately.

I   consent   to   use   my   photograph,   likeness,   image,   voice   or   performance   on   the   Church’s  
or   Outreach   Team’s   internet   website,   CD   or   DVD   labels,   videotape   or   film   clips;  
advertisement   or   other   official   Church   publications   at   the   sole   discretion   of   FBG   and   to  
be   used   in   whole   or   in   part   of   any   and   all   broadcasting,   audio/visual   and/or   exhibition  
purposes   in   any   manner   or   media,   in   perpetuity,   throughout   the   world.

FBG Mask Brigade Participant Waiver
Please consent to the following:

In furtherance of my participation in any volunteer activity relating to the Wilco Mask   
Brigade or COVID-19 State of Disaster in which I choose to operate my personal   
vehicle, including driving to and from FBG, Georgetown, Texas, I acknowledge and   
attest to the following:  

That I have a valid Texas driver’s license, that my car insurance meets the minimum 
required by state law and I am a covered driver for the policy which insure the vehicle 
I will drive during any relevant volunteer activity, that I understand I will NOT be 
reimbursed for maintenance or fuel cost, in the event of an accident, I agree that 
FBG, Williamson County, Texas or any other governing entities, their respective 
employees, volunteers or appointees, owe no duty to me or my passengers and I will 
not hold FBG or any such entity, employee, volunteer or appointee, liable for any 
claims of any kind, including but not limited to injuries and/or damages relating to my 
participation as a volunteer, that might occur now or in the future.

Signature Date
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